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Abstract Grain size reduction via dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is intimately related to the softening
of crystalline materials under an applied stress, and plays a role in numerous geodynamic processes that
involve strain‐weakening feedbacks. Despite its importance, few studies have provided empirical
constraints on the rates of DRX and grain size reduction. Here we examine DRX rates using the
Johnson‐Mehl‐Avrami‐Kolmogorov theory for phase transformation kinetics. Our analysis uses a
compilation of published and newly‐derived DRX data from experimental studies on a wide range of geologic
and engineering materials. We ﬁnd that DRX rates are strongly dependent on the homologous temperature at
which deformation occurs, with DRX occurring over a broad range of shear strains (0.01 < γ < 200), and
more rapidly with increasing homologous temperature. Moreover, the experimental data can be described by
a single ﬁt to a modiﬁed form of the Avrami equation that incorporates homologous temperature dependence,
implying that, to ﬁrst order, DRX rates are largely material independent. We also examine the inﬂuence
of stress, deformation work rate, crystal orientation, and initial grain size on DRX rates and compare DRX
data from experimental and natural conditions. Overall, we show that microstructures can evolve over long
transient intervals, and provide a framework for determining DRX kinetics from empirical data, which
can ultimately be incorporated into geodynamic models of grain size evolution in the Earth.

1. Introduction
Dynamic recrystallization and recovery are fundamental processes in the crystal plastic deformation of rocks
and minerals, whereby the elastic strain energy associated with linear lattice defects (i.e., dislocations) is
minimized by the reorganization of those defects into low‐energy conﬁgurations (Poirier & Guillopé,
1979; White, 1977). During dynamic recrystallization (DRX), strain hardening due to the accumulation of
lattice defects is counteracted by both the creation and migration of grain boundaries, and the nucleation
of new, strain‐free recrystallized grains (e.g., Urai et al., 1986; Figure 1). In laboratory deformation experiments, the onset of DRX is often related to the onset of strain weakening (e.g., Luton & Sellars, 1969;
Poliak & Jonas, 1996; Rutter, 1999), while in nature, severe grain size reduction is almost ubiquitously
observed in the high‐strain interiors of ductile shear zones (e.g., Linckens et al., 2015; Rutter & Brodie,
1988; Warren & Hirth, 2006; White, 1979). Thus, DRX has long been considered an essential process for
the accumulation of large plastic strains in the Earth's crust and mantle (Etheridge & Wilkie, 1979;
Montési & Hirth, 2003; Platt & Behr, 2011; Poirier, 1980; Tullis & Yund, 1985; White et al., 1980). More
recently, it has also been argued that DRX and grain size evolution play a key role in other geodynamic phenomena, including mantle convection (Barr & McKinnon, 2007; Dannberg et al., 2017; Hall & Parmentier,
2003; Rozel, 2012), mantle plume dynamics (Korenaga, 2005), intermediate‐depth earthquake nucleation
(Thielmann et al., 2015), passive margin collapse (Mulyukova & Bercovici, 2018), and plate boundary formation (e.g., Bercovici & Ricard, 2012).
Numerous authors have modeled DRX from theoretical and numerical perspectives. Primarily, these
approaches are rooted in the assumption that grain size evolves through a dynamic competition between
grain growth and DRX (see Austin & Evans, 2007; De Bresser et al., 2001; Platt & Behr, 2011): when the rates
of these processes are balanced, a steady state grain size is established. Whereas the kinetics of static grain
growth are reasonably well established (Covey‐Crump, 1997; Evans et al., 2001; Faul & Scott, 2006;
Hiraga et al., 2010; Karato, 1989; Olgaard & Evans, 1988; Skemer & Karato, 2007; Tullis & Yund, 1982;
Yoshino & Yamazaki, 2007) and are typically parameterized in the form of a normal grain growth law
(Kingery et al., 1976), there are few empirical data on the rates of grain size reduction by DRX in geologic
materials. Previous treatments of grain size evolution have considered the rate of DRX as a function of the
dissipation of deformation work through grain boundary production (Austin & Evans, 2007, 2009;
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of dynamic recrystallization in a deforming polycrystal. (a) Dislocations accumulate
heterogeneously under an applied stress. (b and c) High‐strain relict grains (gray) are progressively consumed by the
nucleation of strain‐free recrystallized grains (white), formed by grain boundary bulging (red arrows) and subgrain
rotation (yellow arrows) nucleation mechanisms, causing an increase in the recrystallized fraction, X.

Bercovici & Ricard, 2005; Rozel et al., 2011), the probability of grain nucleation based on the stored energy of
a given grain (Jessell et al., 2005; Piazolo et al., 2002; Wenk et al., 1997), the minimization of a grain
population's internal energy (Mulyukova & Bercovici, 2019), or gravitation toward a mechanistically‐
bounded steady‐state grain size (Braun et al., 1999; Cross et al., 2015; Hall & Parmentier, 2003; Holtzman
et al., 2018). However, few studies have explored the kinetics of DRX using empirical (i.e., experimental
or ﬁeld‐based) data.
To quantify and investigate the rates and kinetics of DRX in geologic materials, we have compiled and
reanalyzed published DRX data (supporting information Table S1) using the Johnson‐Mehl‐Avrami‐
Kolmogorov model, otherwise known as the JMAK or Avrami model, which describes the kinetics of phase
transformations, like recrystallization, wherein a volume of material undergoes transformation by the
nucleation and growth of a new phase. Originally developed for the purpose of modeling crystallization,
phase transformations, and static recrystallization (Avrami, 1940; Johnson & Mehl, 1939; Kolmogorov,
1937), Avrami theory was later examined in the context of DRX by Roberts et al. (1979) and has previously
been used to investigate dehydration kinetics (Llana‐Fúnez et al., 2007), phase transformations (Carlson,
1983; Riedel & Karato, 1996), static grain growth (Covey‐Crump, 1997), and DRX (Shigematsu, 1999;
Skemer & Karato, 2008) in geologic materials. By applying Avrami kinetic theory to experimental DRX data
(i.e., recrystallized fraction as a function of strain), we show that DRX rates are strongly dependent on homologous temperature and can be expressed, to ﬁrst order, using a single, material‐independent relationship, at
least under experimental (i.e., high temperature and high strain rate) conditions.

2. Avrami Kinetics
2.1. General Form
For a material undergoing random nucleation and growth of a new phase, the transformed fraction, X, (i.e.,
the volume or area fraction of material occupied by the new phase) increases monotonically as a product of
the nucleation rate, N, and the volume, ν, of each nucleus (formed at time, τ, and growing through time, t),
integrated over the duration of the transformation, beginning at the critical time, tc (Avrami, 1940; Farjas &
Roura, 2006; Humphreys & Hatherly, 2004; Woldt, 1992):
t

X ex ðt Þ ¼ ∫tc νðt; τ Þ N ðτ Þ dτ

(1)

in which the volume of each nucleus is given by
 t
m
νðt; τ Þ ¼ α ∫τ GðzÞ dz

(2)

where α is a shape factor (e.g., 4π/3 for spherical nuclei), G(z) is the growth rate, and m describes the spatial
dimensionality of growth (e.g., m = 3 for three‐dimensional growth of nuclei).
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Rather than giving the true transformed fraction, X, equation (1) gives the extended volume, Xex, which is the
transformed volume occupied when grains are able to grow unimpeded (i.e., without impinging on one
another). To account for impingement, the transformed fraction, X, is instead given as
X ðt Þ ¼ 1− exp½−X ex ðt Þ

(3)

where from the substitution of equations (1) and (2), we obtain
h t  t
m
i
X ðt Þ ¼ 1− exp −∫tc α ∫τ GðzÞ dz N ðτ Þ dτ

(4)

In general, it is assumed that the nucleation and growth rates (N and G, respectively) follow an Arrhenius‐
type temperature dependence, given by


−QN
N ðt Þ ¼ N 0 exp
RT

(5)



−QG
RT

(6)

and
Gðt Þ ¼ G0 exp

where R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, and QN and QG are the activation energies for nucleation and growth, respectively (Ranganathan & Von Heimendahl, 1981).
Under isothermal conditions, temperature, T, is independent of time and, thus, N and G can be treated as
constants for the solution of the integrals in equation (4) (Avrami, 1940), giving


X ðt Þ ¼ 1− exp −K ðt−t c Þmþ1

(7)

where t − tc is the time elapsed since the beginning of the transformation at the critical time, tc, and K is a
rate parameter (units: time−1):
K¼



αNGm αN 0 G0 m
−QN þ mQG
¼
exp
mþ1
mþ1
RT

(8)

Equations (7) and (8) provide the solution for a particular case, in which nucleation occurs continuously
through a transformation. Under some conditions, however, all nuclei are formed at the beginning of a
transformation: a case known as site saturation (Cahn, 1956). Under site‐saturated conditions, the nucleation rate can more appropriately be expressed as a product of the Dirac delta function, δ(t) (Woldt, 1992):


−QN
N ¼ N 0 exp
δðt Þ
RT

(9)

such that the solution of equation (4) provides
X ðt Þ ¼ 1− exp½−K ðt−t c Þm 


−QN þ mQG
K ¼ αNGm ¼ αN 0 G0 m exp
RT

(10)
(11)

From the solutions provided in equations (7)–(11), a general form of the Avrami law is reached (Avrami,
1940; Farjas & Roura, 2006; Humphreys & Hatherly, 2004; Woldt, 1992):
X ¼ 1− expð−K ðt−t c Þn Þ

(12)

where the Avrami exponent, n, depends on the spatial and temporal dimensionality of growth and nucleation and is equal to m + 1 (i.e., 0 < n ≤ 4, representing transformation in up to three spatial dimensions, plus
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one temporal dimension) for continuous nucleation (equation (7)) and equal to m (i.e., 0 < n ≤ 3, or
transformation in up to three spatial dimensions, with no temporal dimensionality) under site‐saturated
conditions (equation (10)).
The Avrami rate parameter, K, may also be generalized as follows:


−QT
K ¼ K 0 exp
RT

(13)

where QT represents an effective activation energy for the transformation and incorporates the activation
energies of both nucleation and growth (QT = QN + mQG), while the pre‐exponent, K0, is given by αNGm/
(m + 1) for continuous nucleation and αNGm for site‐saturated nucleation.
2.2. Modiﬁcation for Dynamic Conditions
In the case of both static and dynamic recrystallization, transformation involves the nucleation of strain‐free
recrystallized grains, at the expense and consumption of highly‐strained relict (original) grains (Figure 1),
thereby lowering the total elastic strain energy (associated with free lattice defects) of the deformed material.
To describe the kinetics of DRX, we use a modiﬁed form of the generalized Avrami equation (equation (12)),
following Shigematsu (1999) and Fernández et al. (2003), in which DRX is expressed as a function of strain,
rather than time. We herein refer to this as the dynamic form of the Avrami equation, in that it applies to
dynamic recrystallization:
X ¼ 1− expð−βðγ−γ c Þn Þ

(14)

where γ − γc is the strain accommodated since the onset of DRX at the critical strain, γc, and β (dimensionless) represents the rate of transformation, being functionally equivalent to K in equations (7)–(13):


−QDRX
β ¼ β0 exp
(15)
RT
The reasons for expressing DRX as a function of strain (rather than time) are threefold: (1) it enables us to
directly compare DRX data from experiments conducted at different strain rates, (2) strain is often easier
to quantify in a ﬁeld setting, and (3) dislocation motion and therefore DRX are strain‐dependent processes
under deviatoric stress conditions.
Investigation of the Avrami kinetic parameters, β and n, may reveal important information regarding the
kinetics and mechanisms of DRX. As stated above, the Avrami exponent, n, is known to depend on the
spatial and temporal dimensionality of nucleation and growth, having a maximum value of 4, representing
continuous nucleation through time with growth in three dimensions. Values of n < 4 are generally interpreted as a restriction in the kinetics of nucleation and/or growth (see Christian, 1965, pp. 546). For example,
Cahn (1956) showed that n may decrease through a transformation if nucleation sites become exhausted
(i.e., the site‐saturation case), such that no further nucleation takes place.
During recrystallization, grain nucleation occurs by two primary mechanisms: discontinuous grain boundary
bulging and continuous subgrain rotation (Platt & Behr, 2011; Sakai, 1989; Shimizu, 2008; Urai et al., 1986).
Bulging nucleation primarily occurs along the boundaries between adjacent grains, and is driven by local
differences in lattice strain energy, causing boundaries to migrate in the direction of the greatest defect
density. Subgrain rotation nucleation, on the other hand, occurs under conditions where climb‐assisted
recovery is efﬁcient, such that free dislocations can self‐organize into subgrain walls, which progressively
increase their rotational misorientation (as more dislocations of the same sign are added) until a high‐angle
grain boundary is formed.
In their theoretical treatment of DRX kinetics, Roberts et al. (1979) examined the effects of site saturation as
a consequence of bulging recrystallization. They proposed that once nucleation sites along the boundaries of
relict grains are exhausted, nucleation continues at a lesser rate along the boundaries of the primary recrystallization front, causing a decrease in n during DRX. If, however, nucleation occurs via subgrain rotation,
where nuclei are not restricted to grain boundaries and can form within grains, site saturation is less likely
to occur (Shigematsu, 1999), giving a constant value of n during DRX. We speculate, therefore, that
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systematic variations in the Avrami kinetic parameters (particularly n) may reveal different DRX regimes
with distinct nucleation mechanisms and/or growth kinetics (similar to those described by Hirth & Tullis,
1992, for instance).

3. Methods and Data
We have compiled and, in some cases, derived DRX data (i.e., recrystallized fraction measured at various
strains; Table S1) from 12 published experimental studies on calcite (Barnhoorn et al., 2004; Pieri et al.,
2001; Ter Heege et al., 2002; Valcke et al., 2015), quartz (Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006; Muto et al., 2011), olivine (Bystricky et al., 2000; Skemer et al., 2011) and ice (Vaughan et al., 2017), as well as austenitic steel
(Fernández et al., 2003; Medina & Hernandez, 1996) and bischoﬁte (Urai, 1987), which can be considered
crystalline rock analog materials. Of all the experimental DRX data available for geologic materials, only
the high temperature (~900 °C) calcite data of Ter Heege et al. (2002) and Valcke et al. (2015) were not
included in the following analysis, as these authors observed only incipient (<20%) recrystallization.
However, the 730 °C data from these studies were used to complement the 727 °C data of Pieri et al.
(2001) and Barnhoorn et al. (2004). For comparison, all the available calcite data are provided in supporting
information Figure S1.
While DRX data are available from some ﬁeld studies (Pennacchioni et al., 2010; Shigematsu, 1999), we
begin by examining only the data from laboratory experiments, for which the conditions of deformation
(namely, temperature, pressure, stress, strain, and strain rate) are well constrained. Crucially, an assumption
of isothermal (time‐independent temperature) conditions is required for a straightforward solution of the
integrals in equation (4); this assumption is reasonable under experimental conditions where (1) constant
temperatures are imposed, (2) sample sizes are sufﬁciently small that shear heating is minimal, and (3) thermal gradients are sufﬁciently large that any heat produced by shearing is quickly dissipated. An extension of
our analysis to nonisothermal conditions is beyond the scope of the present study but is brieﬂy discussed
below (section 5.4).
Recrystallized fractions, while determined using different techniques—electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD; Valcke et al., 2015; Vaughan et al., 2017), computer‐integrated polarization (CIP) microscopy
(Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006), and light optical micrograph analysis (Barnhoorn et al., 2004; Bystricky
et al., 2000; Fernández et al., 2003; Medina & Hernandez, 1996; Muto et al., 2011; Pieri et al., 2001;
Skemer et al., 2011; Ter Heege et al., 2002; Urai, 1987)—all represent the area fraction of material that has
undergone recrystallization at a given strain, examined over two‐dimensional sections in the plane containing the shear direction and shear plane normal (or, in axial compression experiments, prepared in a plane
containing the shortening direction). We have not attempted to identify or incorporate any systematic errors
that may be introduced by determining recrystallized fraction via different analytical techniques.
Recrystallized fraction measurements were not provided in the studies on olivine (Bystricky et al., 2000;
Skemer et al., 2011) or ice (Vaughan et al., 2017) and have been determined here (supporting information
Figures S2–S5) using the following methods.
3.1. Derivation of Olivine DRX Data
For olivine, recrystallized area fractions were measured by tracing regions of the published optical micrographs (supporting information Figure S2) containing small, subequant grains with low intragranular lattice
distortions (i.e., uniform extinction) and often conspicuous parent‐daughter grain relationships: common
criteria for identifying recrystallized grains in geologic materials (Cross et al., 2017; Halfpenny et al., 2006;
Platt & De Bresser, 2017; Valcke et al., 2015; Van der Wal et al., 1993). Regions of the optical images that were
in extinction, or comprised of decompression cracks, were not included in the determination of
recrystallized fraction.
3.2. Derivation of Ice DRX Data
The determination of recrystallized fraction for the ice data of Vaughan et al. (2017) was more complex than
for other materials described in this study. Whereas the other materials analyzed here underwent net grain
size reduction during DRX, the experimental ice samples of Vaughan et al. (2017), which were deformed
close to their melting temperature (T = −5 °C; T/Tm = 0.98), exhibited bulk grain coarsening during deformation (supporting information Figure S4). This grain coarsening was attributed to the strain‐energy‐driven
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consumption of grains poorly oriented for glide on the basal plane (i.e., low basal Schmid factors) by grains
favorably oriented for glide on the basal plane (i.e., high basal Schmid factors; Vaughan et al., 2017), leading
to the development of a small circle (i.e., cone) distribution of ice [c] axes around the compression axis (see
also Qi et al., 2017). Here we determined the transformed (recrystallized) fraction of material using grain
orientations measured by Vaughan et al. (2017) via EBSD. For a given strain, we calculated the area fraction
of grains with basal Schmid factors ≥0.42 (following Vaughan et al., 2017), corresponding to grains with
their basal planes inclined 45 ± 16° from the compression axis (see supporting information Figure S4).
These values were then normalized to account for the area fraction of grains with high basal Schmid factors
in the randomly oriented starting material (see supporting information Figure S5).
3.3. Derivation of the Critical Strain for DRX
The Avrami kinetic equations, given above, describe the progression of a transformation as a function of the
time, t, elapsed since the onset of the transformation at the critical time, tc. For the dynamic form of the generalized Avrami law used here (equation (14)), the transformation is instead expressed in terms of strain,
γ − γc, where γc is the critical strain at which DRX begins. Numerous metallurgical studies have demonstrated that γc precedes the peak stress and onset of weakening in mechanical tests, leading to a relationship
of the form:
γ c ¼ φγ p

(16)

where φ is the fraction of the peak strain, γp (i.e., the strain corresponding to the peak stress) at which the
critical strain is found.
Physically, γc represents the point at which the amount of energy or work that can be locally stored in a crystal lattice is exceeded during loading (Wray, 1975) but may also be expressed as an energy dissipation rate
threshold (Poliak & Jonas, 1996). In metallurgy, γc is often determined indirectly from experimental
mechanical data (see Poliak & Jonas, 1996; Fernández et al., 2003, for details), with reported values for φ
varying between 0.4 (Huang et al., 2007) and 0.95 (Medina & Hernandez, 1996). However, γc values determined indirectly via mechanical data do not necessarily represent the true onset of DRX; rather, these values
give the strain at which the amount of DRX produces measurable softening (i.e., where stress or strain rate
changes exceed the resolution of the deformation apparatus load cell or displacement
transducer, respectively).
Here we determine γc directly through microstructural observation, deﬁning it as the strain at which the
recrystallized fraction, X, increases from zero to a nonzero value (Figure 2a); in other words, the strain at
which the ﬁrst recrystallized grain appears. In many cases, γc is well constrained within a narrow strain window. However, in some cases, γc is poorly constrained, for example, in quartz, where the ﬁrst observation is
given at X = 45%, with no lower bound on γc (i.e., X = 0% at γ > 0).
We tested several methods for determining γc. Of these, only one method did not require us to impose an
arbitrary or subjective lower bound on γc for the poorly constrained data. Here we perform a linear ﬁt to
the DRX data in γ‐X space and extrapolate backward to ﬁnd the x intercept, γc (Figure 2a). For each data
set, the linear regression is performed only for the ﬁrst two points with X > 0, although in cases where a
lower bound on γc is available, we also include this point. Full details on the method are provided in supporting information Text S1.
By plotting our derived γc values versus peak strains determined, where possible, from the published
mechanical data, we ﬁnd that most of the points lie on a linear trend deﬁned by γc = 0.71γp (Figure 2b), consistent with the published metallurgical values (0.4 ≤ φ ≤ 0.95). It is worth pointing out here that the γc
values for calcite DRX diverge from this relationship, such that γc increasingly exceeds γp as temperature
decreases. We return to this point in the discussion.

4. Results
For each set of experiments, we ﬁt the data using the dynamic form of the Avrami equation, according to the
following derived directly from equation (14):
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Figure 2. Derivation of (a and b) the critical strain, γc, and (c) the Avrami parameters β and n (equation (14)), used to
construct the Avrami curves in Figure 3. (a) The critical strain, γc, at which DRX begins is found by linear regression of the
DRX data in γ‐X space (note that linear regression in log‐linear space produces a curve), where the x intercept yields γc.
(b) Most of these γc values fall within 40%–95% of the strain, γp, at which peak stress is observed (gray region). (c) Once γc is
known, the Avrami parameters, β and n, can be obtained by linear regression of the data in ln(γ − γc) versus ln(−ln(1 − X))
space (equation (17)). The data are from experiments on calcite ([1] = Barnhoorn et al., 2004; [2] = Pieri et al., 2001;
[3] = Valcke et al., 2015), quartz ([4] =Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006), olivine ([5] = Bystricky et al., 2000; [6] = Skemer et al.,
2011), austenitic steel ([7] = Medina & Hernandez, 1996; [8] = Fernández et al., 2003), bischoﬁte ([9] = Urai, 1987),
and ice ([10] = Vaughan et al., 2017).

ln½− lnð1−X Þ ¼ n lnðγ−γ c Þ þ lnðβÞ

(17)

where n and ln(β) are the slope and y intercept, respectively, of linear regressions through the data in
ln(γ − γc) versus ln[−ln(1 − X)] space (Figure 2c). The derived values are provided in supporting information
Table S2. Note that we did not ﬁt the quartz data of Heilbronner and Tullis (2006), which do not follow a
linear trend in Avrami space (Figure 2c) and for which we were unable to accurately determine γc
(Figure 2a).
Figure 3 shows shear strain, γ, versus recrystallized fraction, X (0% to 100%) for the experimental data outlined above, with data points colored according to the homologous temperature (the fraction of a material's
melting temperature, T/Tm) at which each experiment was performed. For the unconﬁned experiments on
steel, bischoﬁte, and ice, Tm was taken as the melting temperature at atmospheric pressure (P = 1 atm). For
the conﬁned experiments on calcite (P = 300 MPa) and quartz (P = 1,500 MPa), Tm was taken as 1350 °C
(Suito et al., 2001) and 1990 °C (Jackson, 1976), respectively. For forsterite (Fo90), we take Tm as 1770 °C,
based on the melting temperature of Fo90 at P = 1 atm (Presnall, 1995). However, for Fo100, Tm increases
by 20 °C from P = 1 atm to P = 300 MPa (Presnall, 1995), such that Tm = 1770 °C may be a slight underestimation, translating to an error in T/Tm of ~0.01 (1%). We did not account for the inﬂuence of water content
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Figure 3. Dynamically recrystallized fraction, X, as a function of shear strain, γ. Errors of ±10% and ±16% in
recrystallized fraction are given for the olivine and ice data, respectively, which were derived here (supporting information
Figures S2–S5). The sigmoidal curves are ﬁts to the data given by the Avrami equation (see Figure 2c). No Avrami
curve is given for the quartz data of Heilbronner and Tullis (2006), which were poorly ﬁt by the Avrami equation. The data
and Avrami curves are colored according to the homologous temperature (fraction of each material's melting temperature,
T/Tm) at which each set of experiments was conducted.

on melting temperatures. For reference, the experiments on calcite, olivine, and steel were all performed
under nominally dry conditions.
For each experimental data set, recrystallized fraction increases monotonically with increasing strain
(Figure 3), following a sigmoidal path in log10(γ)‐X space that is delineated by the corresponding Avrami
curve, derived using equation (17). The data show a strong thermal dependence, with DRX occurring over
smaller strain magnitudes as homologous temperature increases. For example, calcite undergoes recrystallization over shear strains of 2–40 at a temperature (T = 500 °C; T/Tm = 0.48) close to that of the brittle‐
ductile transition (nominally T/Tm = 0.3). In contrast, ice fully recrystallizes within a shear strain of 0.5 at
a temperature very close to its melting point (T = −5 °C; T/Tm = 0.98). To further demonstrate this thermal
dependence, we plot the shear strain required to reach 1% (γ0.01) and 99% (γ0.99) recrystallization, as a function of homologous temperature (Figure 4), using values extracted from the curves shown in Figure 3. We
ﬁnd a strong (R2 > 0.9) inverse relationship between homologous temperature and the shear strain required
to reach a given amount of recrystallization, with 1% DRX occurring within shear strains of ~0.02–10

Figure 4. Homologous temperature, T/Tm, versus the shear strains, (a) γ0.01 and (b) γ0.99, required to reach 1% and
99% recrystallization, respectively, determined using the Avrami equation (equation (14)) and Avrami parameters derived
in Figure 2c. The symbols are the same as those used in Figure 3. Equations for the linear regressions (black lines) are
shown with 95% conﬁdence intervals (gray shaded regions). The error bars represent the goodness‐of‐ﬁt of the Avrami
equation (equation (14)) to the data in Figure 2c. For reference, the nominal brittle‐ductile (B‐D) transition is shown
at T/Tm = 0.3 (red line). DRX = dynamic recrystallization.
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(Figure 4a) and 99% DRX occurring within shear strains of 0.2–200
(Figure 4b), over the range of temperature conditions under which creep
deformation typically occurs in nature (nominally 0.3 ≤ T/Tm < 1).

5. Discussion
5.1. Interpretation of Avrami Curves
The DRX data (Figure 3) follow sigmoidal paths in log10(γ)‐X space that
are typical of Avrami‐type transformations, with lower rates of DRX near
the start and end of the transformation, as shown by the ﬁrst derivatives of
the Avrami curves (Figure 5). Generally, the acceleration of recrystallization near the start of a transformation is interpreted as an incubation period relating to the accumulation of free dislocations, which provide the
necessary driving force for grain nucleation (e.g., Stüwe et al., 2002). For
example, grain boundary bulge nuclei will only form if the reduction in
lattice strain energy (from sweeping out free lattice defects) is greater than
the increase in grain boundary surface energy associated with creating a
given bulge (Derby & Ashby, 1987; Platt & Behr, 2011).

Figure 5. Dynamic recrystallization rate, dX/dγ, as a function of shear
strain, γ, for calcite (data from [1] = Barnhoorn et al., 2004; [2] = Pieri
et al., 2001; [3] = Valcke et al., 2015). Curves are calculated from the ﬁrst
n−1
n
derivative of the Avrami equation: dX/dγ = nβ(γ − γc)
exp (−β(γ − γc) ).
Note that the asymmetry of the curves arises from their truncation at the
critical strain, γc (Figure 3).

As bulk dislocation density increases toward a steady state, DRX accelerates as more regions of the deforming material locally exceed the energetic
threshold for nucleation (Derby & Ashby, 1987). The transformation
continues to accelerate until eventually it reaches a maximum rate near
50% recrystallization, represented by a steepening of the Avrami curves
(Figure 3) and a peak in the ﬁrst derivative of the dynamic Avrami
equation, dX/dγ (Figure 5). Below, we show that the dX/dγ curves peak
at a strain closely corresponding to that of the point of maximum energy
dissipation (see section 5.3.2).

Beyond the DRX rate peak, the transformation begins to decelerate toward completion (Figures 3 and 5).
Under static conditions, this deceleration is commonly attributed to the impingement of growing nuclei
against one another (Humphreys & Hatherly, 2004, pp. 232). However, recent studies on calcite (Platt &
De Bresser, 2017) and quartz (Xia & Platt, 2018) have shown that during DRX, recrystallized grains have
similar sizes to recrystallization nuclei (e.g., grain boundary bulges and subgrains). Such ﬁndings suggest
that dynamically recrystallized grains do not grow signiﬁcantly following nucleation, and grain growth
therefore does not play a signiﬁcant role during DRX (see also Roberts et al., 1979). Indeed, this inference
is consistent with observations that in metals, DRX is essentially a process of limited growth of the new recrystallized grains, with repeated nucleation (Fernández et al., 2003), since DRX, unlike static recrystallization,
involves the continuous generation of free dislocations (and associated elastic strain energy), which counteract grain coarsening driven by the minimization of grain boundary surface energy (Austin & Evans, 2007; De
Bresser et al., 2001). One notable exception, however, occurs under high‐temperature, grain boundary
migration dominated conditions, where grains in favorable orientations grow at the expense of others
(e.g., Qi et al., 2017; Vaughan et al., 2017; supporting information Figure S4) and DRX appears growth dominated, with limited nucleation. This exception aside, we infer that the slowing of DRX at large recrystallized
fractions represents either (1) a reduction in the volume of unrecrystallized material available for grain
nucleation or (2) a decrease in the nucleation rate in the unrecrystallized material. These two cases are subtly
different and have distinct kinetics, which can be explored via the Avrami parameters, β and n.
5.2. Kinetics of DRX
5.2.1. Mechanisms of Recrystallized Grain Nucleation and Growth
The Avrami kinetic parameters, β and n (equations (14)–(15)), contain important information regarding the
mechanisms of nucleation and growth. For example, the Avrami exponent, n, is commonly interpreted in
terms of the spatial and temporal dimensionality of nucleation and growth (see Christian, 1965, pp. 546;
Humphreys & Hatherly, 2004, pp. 234), being equal to a maximum value of 4 under conditions where nuclei
form continuously and grow in three dimensions. Thus, changes in the Avrami parameters through a
transformation may reveal changes in the dimensionality—and therefore the mechanisms—by which
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nucleation and growth take place. For instance, previous theoretical treatments of transformation kinetics have shown that as a transformation
progresses, nucleation sites may become exhausted, such that the rate of
nucleation decreases (Cahn, 1956; Roberts et al., 1979). In this site saturation case, the temporal dependence of the Avrami exponent, n, will tend
toward zero, giving a nonlinear trend to the data in Avrami space (e.g.,
Figure 2c). If site saturation is not achieved, the temporal contribution
to n will remain constant, with n ≥ 1.

Figure 6. The Avrami parameters (a) n and (b) ln(β) as a function of
homologous temperature, T/Tm. Symbols are the same as those used in
Figure 3. The rate parameter ln(β) exhibits a strong correlation with T/Tm,
which has been ﬁt using linear regression (black line), with 95% conﬁdence
intervals represented by the gray shaded region. The error bars represent
the goodness‐of‐ﬁt of the Avrami equation (equation (14)) to the data in
Figure 2c. For reference, the nominal brittle‐ductile (B‐D) transition is
shown at T/Tm = 0.3 (red line).

With the exception of quartz (discussed later), each data set presented
here is well described by a linear regression in Avrami space
(see Figure 2c), implying constant (i.e., strain invariant) nucleation
(and/or growth) rates through each transformation. In other words,
nucleation site saturation is not achieved. This may reﬂect the activity
of subgrain rotation nucleation, which is not conﬁned to high‐angle grain
boundaries, thereby inhibiting site saturation (Shigematsu, 1999). Thus,
we expect n ≥ 1 for each data set and, speciﬁcally, n ≈ 1, if we assume that
growth plays a limited role during DRX. Indeed, all the experimental data
have broadly consistent n values, with a mean value of 1.6 ± 0.34
(Figure 6a), indicating continuous nucleation with limited growth. For
the most part, this ﬁnding is consistent with microstructural observations
of the deformed samples, in which recrystallization nuclei have similar
sizes to recrystallized grains. However, it is surprising to ﬁnd that for
ice, where DRX is growth dominated, n does not lie closer to 3: the value
expected for three‐dimensional growth with pre‐existing nuclei. On the
other hand, Christian (1965, pp. 546) states that n values of 1–1.5 can be
representative of nuclei growing from an appreciable initial size; this is
certainly the case for the ice samples analyzed here, which have an initial
grain size of >300 μm (Vaughan et al., 2017). Alternatively, we speculate
that n may also be relaxed if grain coarsening occurs by the coalescence of
similarly oriented grains, rather than by normal grain growth. This process has been observed under comparably high‐temperature, low‐stress
conditions in norcamphor (Herwegh et al., 1997) and quartz (Hongn &
Hippertt, 2001).

Earlier, we speculated that systematic variations in the Avrami kinetic parameters, particularly n, would
reveal different DRX regimes, similar to those reported by Hirth and Tullis (1992), where different nucleation and recovery mechanisms dominate under different thermomechanical conditions. However, we ﬁnd
similar n values (1.6 ± 0.34) across a broad range of homologous temperature (0.5 ≤ T/Tm < 1). This ﬁnding
does not necessarily mean that the primary nucleation mechanism (or relative activity of different nucleation mechanisms) is the same across this temperature range. Rather, this ﬁnding shows only that nucleation
was continuous through each transformation (giving constant n, with n ≥ 1). A change in n should only be
expected where rotational nucleation is inhibited, such that all grain nucleation occurs by bulging conﬁned
to grain boundaries, leading to site saturation (e.g., Cahn, 1956; Roberts et al., 1979). Experiments at lower
homologous temperatures (T/Tm < 0.5) may reveal such a transition.
5.2.2. Thermal Dependence of DRX Kinetics
While the Avrami kinetic parameters (β and n) appear constant (i.e., strain independent) within each experimental data set, we ﬁnd that DRX kinetics are strongly dependent on temperature, whereby DRX both
begins and reaches completion over an increasingly narrow range of shear strain with increasing
homologous temperature, T/Tm (Figure 4). To further examine this thermal dependence, we plot β and n
as a function of T/Tm (Figure 6).
As stated above, the Avrami exponents for each experiment are within error of one another (n = 1.6 ± 0.34)
and show no systematic variation with T/Tm (R2 ≪ 0.1; Figure 6a). The Avrami rate parameter, β (equations (14)–(15)), on the other hand, shows a strong positive correlation with T/Tm (R2 > 0.9; Figure 6b),
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consistent with our observation that DRX rates increase as T/Tm increases
(Figures 3–5). This dependence can be expressed in an Arrhenius‐like
form


T
β ¼ C exp g
(18)
Tm
where C is analogous to the pre‐exponential constant, β0 (dimensionless)
in equation (15), and g (also dimensionless) is a rate constant that
prescribes exponentially increasing DRX rates with linearly increasing
T/Tm. From linear regression through the data in Figure 6b, we obtain
C = exp(−10.0 ± 3.86) and g = 13.8 ± 5.15. It is particularly interesting
to highlight that the data—compiled from studies on a broad range of
materials—can all be ﬁt by a single solution to equation (18), suggesting
an underlying material independence of DRX rates, at least to ﬁrst order
and as a function of homologous temperature.
Thermal dependence is widely observed in metals undergoing static recrystallization (e.g., Hutchinson et al., 1973) and is explicitly incorporated in
the Avrami transformation model via Arrhenius functions describing the
nucleation rate, N (equation (5)), and growth rate, G (equation (6)).
From these equations, it is possible to individually obtain the activation
Figure 7. Arrhenius plots of 1,000/T versus ln(β), used to derive the
energies for nucleation and growth (QN and QG, respectively), if N and G
activation energy for dynamic recrystallization, QDRX (equation (15)) for
are
known (Ranganathan & Von Heimendahl, 1981). However, N and G
calcite ([1] = Barnhoorn et al., 2004; [2] = Pieri et al., 2001; [3] = Valcke
can be difﬁcult to individually constrain, particularly in ex situ (i.e., time
et al., 2015) and steel ([4] = Medina & Hernandez, 1996; [5] = Fernández
et al., 2003), which were studied at more than one temperature. Symbols are
or strain series) experiments like those analyzed here. Instead, the activathe same as those deﬁned in Figure 3.
tion energy of the transformation as a whole, QT (equation (13)), can be
obtained from the Avrami rate parameter, K (β under dynamic conditions,
in which case we refer to the activation energy for dynamic recrystallization, QDRX; equation (15)). As in rheological studies, the derivation of an activation energy may give insight into the rate‐limiting process for DRX.
Calculation of QDRX requires DRX data (i.e., recrystallized fraction as a function of strain) at more than one
temperature for a given material. For many of the materials analyzed here, these data are not available.
However, DRX data are available at more than one temperature in both calcite (Barnhoorn et al., 2004;
Pieri et al., 2001; Valcke et al., 2015) and steel (Fernández et al., 2003; Medina & Hernandez, 1996); thus,
we are able to estimate QDRX for these materials (Figure 7). For calcite, we obtain QDRX = 66 kJ/mol, while
for steel we obtain QDRX = 39–103 kJ/mol. If we assume that growth plays a negligible role in DRX, QDRX
gives the activation energy for nucleation, QN, since QT = QN + mQG (equations (8)–(13)).
The value of QDRX (66 kJ/mol) found for calcite is signiﬁcantly lower than that of both boundary
(267 kJ/mol) and volume (382 kJ/mol) diffusion of calcium: the slowest diffusing species in calcite (Farver
& Yund, 1996). Instead, QDRX falls closer to the activation energy for boundary diffusion of oxygen in calcite
(127 kJ/mol; Farver & Yund, 1998). The boundary diffusivity of carbon in calcite is not known but, for both
calcium and oxygen, the activation energy for boundary diffusion is lower than that of volume diffusion.
Likewise, for steel, the derived values of QDRX (39–103 kJ/mol) fall closer to that of boundary diffusion in
pure austenite (159 kJ/mol, compared to 270 kJ/mol for volume diffusion; Frost & Ashby, 1982), although
the austenitic steels analyzed here contain multiple microalloying elements that may inﬂuence DRX
kinetics. These ﬁndings are similar to those of Hutchinson and Ray (1979) who found that the activation
energies for static recrystallization in copper fell below, but closer to, the activation energy for boundary
diffusion. It has been suggested that the discrepancy between recrystallization and boundary diffusion
activation energies may reﬂect an enhancement of atomic mobility provided by excess dislocations along
the disordered boundaries of unrecrystallized grains (e.g., Wang et al., 1996).
5.3. Other Factors Inﬂuencing DRX Rates
5.3.1. Stress
Thus far, we have considered only the role of temperature in inﬂuencing DRX rates. The thermal conditions
of deformation are certainly important, as they strongly inﬂuence the efﬁcacy of elastic strain energy
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minimization through dislocation recovery and recrystallization, which
rely on thermally activated diffusive processes (e.g., dislocation climb
and vacancy diffusion). However, recovery and recrystallization are,
ultimately, driven by the density of free dislocations, which roughly scales
with the square of stress (Poirier, 1985, pp. 109). We must, therefore,
consider the effects of both temperature and stress.

Figure 8. The Avrami rate parameter, β, as a function of peak shear stress,
τp, normalized by shear modulus, μ, to enable comparison between different
materials. Symbols are the same as those deﬁned in Figure 3.

Figure 9. Mechanical peak strain, γp (i.e., the strain corresponding to the
peak of the stress‐strain curves), versus the dynamic recrystallization
(DRX) peak strain, γpDRX (i.e., the strain corresponding to the peak of the
DRX rate, dX/dγ curves shown in Figure 5). Most of the data fall, within
error, on a 1:1 line (where γp = γpDRX). Symbols are the same as those used
in Figure 3.

CROSS AND SKEMER

To investigate the inﬂuence of stress on DRX rates, we plot the Avrami
rate parameter, β, as a function of the mean peak shear stress, τp, for each
suite of experiments, normalized by the shear modulus, μ, of each material (Figure 8). We normalize by μ to enable comparison between the different materials, and use the peak stress, rather than the ﬂow stress, as
this is a more appropriate proxy for the driving force behind DRX.
Whereas we ﬁnd a positive correlation between T/Tm and β (Figure 6b),
we ﬁnd an inverse relationship between τp/μ and β (Figure 8). In other
words, DRX is fastest under high‐temperature, low‐stress conditions.
This is a seemingly counterintuitive result (and contradicts the recent
ﬁndings of Holtzman et al., 2018), since stress scales with dislocation
density, which provides the driving force for DRX. We suggest, however,
that under high‐stress, low‐temperature conditions, large densities of
dislocations with limited mobility accumulate, leading to dislocation
entanglement that inhibits DRX. Further experiments performed at the
same temperature and over a range of stress (or vice versa) may provide
important insight into the competition between elastic energy accumulation (i.e., the stress‐dependent DRX driving force) and dissipation (i.e.,
thermally dependent recovery and recrystallization rates).
5.3.2. Work Rate
Some authors have suggested that microstructural evolution rates are a
_ ¼ σ_ε (where σ
function of the mechanical work rate per unit volume, W
is differential stress and ε_ is strain rate), rather than differential stress alone
(Austin & Evans, 2007, 2009; Bercovici & Ricard, 2005; Poliak & Jonas,
1996; Rozel et al., 2011). In these models, mechanical work is dissipated
as energy stored in dislocations and grain boundaries, plus heat production
and other irreversible increases in entropy (e.g., Austin & Evans, 2007,
2009). Thus, grain boundary creation (i.e., DRX) is a dissipative response
to mechanical work, and we must also, therefore, investigate the relation_ and DRX rates, the latter being represented by β.
ship between W
In contrast to temperature and stress, which are strongly correlated with
DRX rate (Figures 6b and 8, respectively), we ﬁnd no strong relationship
_ where γ_ is shear strain rate) and
between the mean peak work rate (τ p γ,
β (supporting information Figure S6a). Normalizing the data to a constant
value of T/Tm using equation (18) likewise produces no strong relationship (supporting information Figure S6b). However, we ﬁnd a near 1‐to‐
1 correlation between the mechanical peak shear strain, γp (equation (16)),
and the DRX peak shear strain, γpDRX (Figure 9), the latter being the strain
corresponding to the peak of the DRX rate (dX/dγ) curves (Figure 5). In
other words, DRX rates and, therefore, energy dissipation rates (due to
DRX) are fastest at the point of maximum deformation work rate. A notable exception is found for calcite, which increasingly diverges from this 1:1
relationship as temperature decreases (Figure 9), such that at lower temperatures, DRX lags behind the application of mechanical work. Earlier,
we also noted that the critical strains, γc, for the onset of calcite DRX
increasingly exceed the peak strains, γp, as temperature decreases
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(Figure 2b). Together, these ﬁndings suggest that DRX is delayed at low
temperatures in calcite. Given that weakening cannot occur without the
dissipation of internal strain energy, other dissipative processes must
dominate at low strains, before the onset of DRX. We interpret this process to be deformation twinning, which becomes increasingly pervasive
as temperature decreases (compare Figures 3–5 in Barnhoorn et al.,
2004). Put simply, DRX occurs over longer strain scales where other dissipative processes are in operation.
5.3.3. Crystal Orientation
While most of the compiled DRX data are ﬁt well by the Avrami model
(equation (14)), the quartz DRX data of Heilbronner and Tullis (2006)
do not follow a linear trend in Avrami space (Figure 2c) and, as a result,
are poorly ﬁt by the Avrami equation. Assuming that this irregular trend
is not the result of measuring error, the data suggest that DRX in quartz
accelerates after ~40% recrystallization. A similar observation in plagioclase from the Hatagawa shear zone (Shigematsu, 1999) was attributed
Figure 10. Dynamically recrystallized fraction as a function of shear strain to two‐stage recrystallization, following the model of Roberts et al.
(1979). In the Roberts et al. model, recrystallized grain nucleation initially
for experiments on quartz single crystals (Muto et al., 2011) and
polycrystals (Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006). All experiments were performed
occurs along the boundaries of original grains and decelerates as these priat 900–915 °C and 1.5 GPa conﬁning pressure. Quartz c[0001] axis pole
mary nucleation sites become exhausted (i.e., site saturated), with dX/dγ
ﬁgures (modiﬁed after Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006) are shown for the polyapproaching zero (see, for example, Figure 1c in Shigematsu, 1999).
crystalline samples deformed to shear strains of 1.5, 4, and 8, to highlight an
Recrystallization continues once a sufﬁcient driving force is established
observed transition from basal‐<a> to prism‐<a> dominated glide.
to initiate a secondary stage of nucleation along the boundaries of the
recrystallization front. For the quartz data of Heilbronner and Tullis (2006), the acceleration of DRX beyond
X = 40% would represent this second stage of nucleation and DRX. However, it is not clear if this model is
appropriate for these samples, which display ﬁne‐grained microstructures very similar to those of the other
materials studied here. To further examine the rates of DRX in quartz, we compare DRX data for quartz polycrystals (Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006) and oriented single crystals (Muto et al., 2011) in Figure 10. Crucially,
these two experimental studies were performed under nominally the same conditions (T = 900–915 °C;
P = 1.5 GPa; γ_ = 1 × 10−5–4 × 10−5 s−1; water content = 200–700 ppm H/Si).
The single crystal data show DRX rates that vary by up to an order of magnitude. Single crystals oriented for
glide on the stronger prism‐[c] slip system undergo recrystallization most rapidly (critical shear strains for
90% recrystallization, γ0.90 ≈ 1), while single crystals oriented for glide on the weaker basal‐<a> and
prism‐<a> slip systems recrystallize more slowly (γ0.90 ≈ 4 and γ0.90 ≈ 6, respectively). Meanwhile, the
DRX data for the polycrystalline samples initially fall on the Avrami curve for basal‐<a> single crystals
but, at a shear strain of between 1.5 and 4, transition onto the Avrami curve for prism‐<a> single crystals
(Figure 10). Notably, this transition coincides with a switch from a basal‐<a> dominated crystallographic
preferred orientation (CPO), to a prism‐<a> dominated CPO in the polycrystalline samples (Heilbronner
& Tullis, 2006). Put simply, the data suggest a change in DRX kinetics as CPO evolves and different slip
systems become dominant. This observation is particularly interesting given the recent ﬁnding of (at least)
two dislocation creep regimes for quartz—one dominated by basal‐<a> fabrics and the other by prism‐
<a> fabrics—depending on the rate‐limiting deformation process (Tokle et al., 2019).
In metals, it has long been observed that grains in certain orientations can accommodate large plastic strains
with minimal recrystallization, while grains in other orientations undergo rapid recrystallization (e.g.,
Somerday & Humphreys, 2003). Likewise, natural vein quartz from the Italian Alps has been shown to
recrystallized heterogeneously, depending on crystal orientation, with quartz veins in prism‐<a> orientations undergoing complete recrystallization between shear strains of 3 and 4, and quartz veins in harder,
prism‐[c] orientations accommodating no appreciable deformation or recrystallization (Pennacchioni
et al., 2010). Note that this differs from the experimental observations, where prism‐[c] oriented crystals
undergo the most rapid DRX, perhaps because no softer slip systems are available for glide.
5.3.4. Initial Grain Size
Many authors have demonstrated the importance of grain size in controlling nucleation site availability and,
therefore, DRX rate (e.g., El Wahabi et al., 2005; Fernández et al., 2003; Hutchinson et al., 1989; Jonas et al.,
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2009; Roberts et al., 1979). In coarse‐grained samples, the total area of grain boundaries per unit volume is
less than in ﬁne‐grained samples and, thus, there are fewer sites available for nucleation by grain boundary
bulging mechanisms. Previous studies on both engineering (e.g., Hutchinson et al., 1989; Roberts et al., 1979)
and geologic (Shigematsu, 1999) materials have shown nucleation rates to decrease during recrystallization,
particularly in coarse‐grained samples (Hutchinson et al., 1989). In these studies, decreasing DRX rates were
attributed to the saturation of nucleation sites, thereby lowering nucleation rates and causing a decrease in
the Avrami exponent, n, as a function of time or strain. The DRX data analyzed here, however, show no
appreciable change in n as a function of strain, and all (with the exception of quartz) are satisfactorily ﬁt
by a linear regression in Avrami space (Figure 2c). Furthermore, although most of the data examined
here are given for a single starting grain size, we ﬁnd no signiﬁcant difference in DRX rate between
olivine samples with vastly different starting grain sizes (15–32 μm, Bystricky et al., 2000, and 510 μm,
Skemer et al., 2011)—see supporting information Figure S3. These results suggest that for the data
analyzed here, DRX rates are largely insensitive to grain boundary area and the availability of grain
boundary nucleation sites, perhaps implying a contribution from rotational nucleation, which, as other
authors have noted, is not conﬁned to grain boundaries and will not lead to site saturation (Shigematsu,
1999). Indeed, the inﬂuence of initial grain size on DRX rate is generally considered to become more
pronounced at lower temperatures, under conditions where bulge nucleation dominates (e.g., El Wahabi
et al., 2005). A component of subgrain rotation nucleation is also consistent with our interpretation of
continuous nucleation at a ﬁxed rate (constant n) and has been identiﬁed in many of the experimental
samples analyzed here. Again, an interesting focus for future study would be to conduct experiments at
low T/Tm (or high stress) conditions, to see if the Avrami kinetic parameters evolve through the transition
from bulge‐ to rotation‐dominated nucleation.
5.4. An Apparent, Material‐Independent Law for DRX Rates
By incorporating our values of β (Figure 6b and equation (18)) and n (Figure 6a) into the modiﬁed Avrami
law (equation (14)), we are able to calculate recrystallized fraction, X, as a function of both shear strain, γ,
and homologous temperature, T/Tm:




T
X ¼ 1− exp −C exp g
ðγ−γ c Þn
Tm

(19)

where C, g, and n are all constants outlined above, such that the only variables are homologous temperature
and strain. To reiterate, C = exp(−10.0 ± 3.86), g = 13.8 ± 5.15, and n = 1.6 ± 0.34 (Figure 6). The surface
deﬁned by equation (19) satisﬁes, within error, all the DRX data compiled here, with the exception of the
quartz data of (Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006), suggesting an underlying material independence of DRX rates,
at least to ﬁrst order.
This single ﬁt to the experimental data is, potentially, a powerful tool for use as either a geothermometer
(where shear strain and recrystallized fraction are known) or a strain meter (when temperature and recrystallized fraction are known). Moreover, by making some assumptions about the size and shape of recrystallized grains, it should be possible to (1) derive an expression for the rate of grain size reduction, based on the
ﬁrst derivative of equation (19), and (2) predict complete grain size distributions during DRX, for incorporation into rheological models of parallel dislocation and diffusion creep (e.g., Herwegh et al., 2005).
Strictly speaking, equation (19) is applicable only under isothermal conditions, where the rates of nucleation
and growth are time independent (see equations (5) and (6)). As stated above, this assumption is sensible
under experimental conditions where isothermal conditions are imposed, and any thermal perturbations
due to shear heating are quickly dissipated. Natural shear zones, however, may experience complex thermal
histories—during exhumation or subduction, for example—and are likely closer to adiabatic conditions
such that shear heating may be signiﬁcant (e.g., Foley, 2018; Holtzman et al., 2018). An extension of our analysis to nonisothermal conditions is beyond the scope of the present study. With that being said, we speculate
that under conditions where microstructural evolution can keep pace with evolving temperatures, our ﬁndings (i.e., equation (19)) may still be applicable via a quasi‐static approximation (similar to that employed by
Holtzman et al. (2018) for the application of steady state ﬂow laws to transient creep). Nevertheless, further
experiments are required to test this approximation.
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5.5. Extrapolation to Natural Conditions
The DRX data compiled in this study are ﬁt well by equation (19), which
incorporates a rate term that is sensitive to the homologous temperature
of deformation. However, it remains to be seen whether this relationship
is valid under natural (low temperature, stress, and work rate) conditions.
Shigematsu (1999) provides the most complete analysis, to date, of DRX
kinetics under natural geologic conditions, based on recrystallized fraction measurements in deformed granitoids from the Hatagawa shear
zone, NE Japan. Here we compare the DRX rates of naturally
(Shigematsu, 1999) and experimentally (Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006)
deformed quartz (Figure 11), both of which predominately recrystallized
by subgrain rotation nucleation.
The natural and experimental data show remarkably similar DRX rates
(Figure 11a), despite signiﬁcant differences in the conditions of deformation, including, notably, temperature. Whereas the quartz deformation
experiments of Heilbronner and Tullis (2006) were performed at 900 °C,
Shigematsu and Tanaka (2000) estimate deformation temperatures of
330–350 °C, using two‐feldspar geothermometry (Stormer, 1975), for the
shear zone studied by Shigematsu (1999). Consequently, the natural samples recrystallize faster than predicted from the experimental data
(Figure 11b). However, deformation temperatures of 330–350 °C are lower
than typically expected for quartz deforming within the subgrain rotation
(SGR) regime, as deﬁned by Stipp et al. (2002), which is constrained to lie
within a temperature range of 400–500 °C under typical shear zone strain
rates of 10−12 s−1. Indeed, Shigematsu et al. (2009) reanalyzed deformation temperatures for the Hatagawa shear zone using the revised two‐
feldspar geothermometer of Whitney and Stormer (1977) and reported
temperatures 40–90 °C higher than previously estimated. The maximum
Figure 11. A comparison of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) rates in experitemperature range for the shear zone analyzed by Shigematsu (1999) is
mentally (green points; [1] = Heilbronner & Tullis, 2006) and naturally
therefore 330–440 °C. Given that Na‐K exchange between orthoclase
(blue points; [2] = Shigematsu, 1999) deformed quartz. (a) Dynamically
and plagioclase can occur during cooling (i.e., after equilibration at
recrystallized fraction versus shear strain. Points are colored according to
the homologous temperature at which deformation occurred. (b) The shear syndeformation temperatures), it is likely that the shear zone described
strain required for 90% recrystallization, as a function of homologous
by Shigematsu (1999) deformed at temperatures near the upper end of this
temperature, T/Tm.
range, in consistency with the temperatures suggested for quartz SGR
deformation (Stipp et al., 2002). Still, there remains a difference in T/Tm
of ~0.2 (20%), between the experimental and natural samples (assuming Tm = 1685 °C at 300‐MPa conﬁning
pressure; Jackson, 1976) and even these higher, revised temperatures are incapable of reconciling the
discrepancy in DRX rates: the natural sample recrystallizes over a strain scale that is roughly an order
of magnitude lower than that predicted by the experimental data (Figure 11b). Clearly, further study of
DRX in natural settings is required for the reliable extrapolation of experimental DRX rates to
natural conditions.

6. Summary and Closing Remarks
We have compiled and analyzed the rates of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) in geologic materials, using the
Johnson‐Mehl‐Avrami‐Kolmogorov (or Avrami) model for transformation kinetics. The DRX data were
obtained from 12 published experimental studies on a wide range of geologic and engineering materials.
We ﬁnd the following:
1. DRX rates in laboratory experiments are strongly dependent on the homologous temperature of deformation and can be described by a single ﬁt to a modiﬁed form of the Avrami equation (equation (19)), suggesting an underlying degree of material independence regarding DRX rates.
2. Under experimental conditions, DRX reaches completion within a shear strain of 0.2 near a material's
melting temperature, and 200 at temperatures typical of the brittle‐ductile transition, spanning 3
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orders of magnitude. Thus, lithospheric rocks may evolve over long transient intervals, during which
microstructure and rheology are not at steady state.
3. Activation energies for DRX have been determined at 39–103 kJ/mol and suggest that DRX is rate‐limited
by grain boundary diffusion.
4. The onset of DRX is delayed if other dissipative microstructural processes (e.g., deformation twinning)
operate at low strains. The peak of experimental creep (e.g., stress‐strain, or rate‐strain) curves represents
the point of maximum energy dissipation due to microstructural evolution.
5. Quartz DRX rates evolve in response to a transition from basal‐<a> to prism‐<a> dominated glide at
intermediate strains.
6. The experimental data do not show a systematic dependence of DRX on deformation work rate (i.e., the
product of stress and strain rate), which may reﬂect the limited range of strain rates tested in experimental studies. Indeed, natural DRX rates from the Hatagawa shear zone cannot be explained by variations in
temperature alone.
To the best of our knowledge, this study provides the most complete analysis, to date, of DRX kinetics in geologic materials. Nevertheless, further work is required to explore the inﬂuence of different nucleation
mechanisms, mechanical work rates, initial grain sizes, water contents, secondary phases, and other dissipative microstructural processes (e.g., deformation twinning) on DRX rates. This contribution provides a framework and motivation for future studies, with the ultimate goal of empirically constraining grain size
evolution rates, due to DRX, in the Earth's interior.
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